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ABSTRACT
We present a new ordering scheme for the linear equations
obtained from the Hermite bicubic collocation approximation to
the solution of second order, linear elliptic partial differential
equapons on rectangular domains. The resulting matrix has a
non-zero diagonal and is a band matrix with band width 4n + 11 for
a grid of n 2 rectangles.
We report on an experimental study which demonstrates that
the resulting linear system may be solved safely by using Gauss
elimination without pivoting. We show that a standard finite ele-
menl order is reordered by scaled partial pivoting to give essen-
tially the new ordering we describe. We discuss the theoretical
cOlliputational sa\7 ings expected from not pivoling and show that
the compuling limc for not pivoLing is approximately the same as
for scaLed parlial pivoting. Thh. is contrary to the expectation
from the usual operations count analysis. The new ordering, as one
expects, does reduce the memory use by abouL 40%.
A condensed version of this paper will appear in
Elliptic ProblsmL Solvers If edited by Hirkhoff and Schoenstat.
Academic Press. 1983.
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(I'U.z= + buzy + cUyy + du-z + cUy + fu = g
au + pu~ + {'Uy = 0
(X,y)ER
(X,y) EaR.
Here, [1., b, c, d, e. f, g, a, p, ?' and 0 are functions of % and y. A Hermite cubic
is a C1 piecewise cubic polynomial and a Hermite bicubic is the lensor product
of Hermite cubics in x and in y. We consider a collocation method which places
a rectangular grid on the rectangle R and chooses as basis functions Hermite
bicubics with breakpoints along the grid lines to approximate u (% ,y) by
U(x,y) = 2:",; "'(x) h;(y) " u(x,y).
The coefficients a.v of U are determined by collol?ating at four inlerior points of
each grid square plus at. points along Lhe boundary. That is. the Cl;.; satisfy the
following collocation equations:
LU(x/r.o YIJ = f(xk , Yk) k = 1.... ,N
MU(Xk' Yk) = g(Xk' Yk) k = N+l..:.,M
where N =4n 2 and M-N =4(2n+1) for a grid of n 2 rectangles. Refer to (Rice,
19(3) for more details of this method.
The unknowns and equations of the collocation equation are usually num-
bered so as to give a coefficient matrix of the linear system which is somewhat
hi-diagonal (Le .. with the finite element ordering). With n=3 and a Poisson prob-
lem with Dirichlet boundary conditions. the pattern of non-zero elements IS as
shown in Figure 1. There are variations on this ordering which produce similar
patterns.
1 This work supported in part by Department of Energy contract DE~AC02-BIE:Rl0ae7
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FIGURE 1. The pattern of non-zero elements in the collocation equa-
tions wilh the usual orderings of ihe equations and unlc-
nowns. Thi."i is fOT a 3x 3 gri.d and a Poisson problem with
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The pattern seen in Figure 1 is unexpected. One expects a somewhat tri-
diagonal pattern of non-zeros and, potentially more serious, one cannot use any
of the standard iteration methods on the equations because of the large number
of zero elements on the diagonal. Thus we were led to search for a new ordering
which has non-zeros on the diagonals and which is more "natural". Such an ot'd-
ering, called collorder, is presented in the next section. A second candidate for
3uch an ordering is the tensor product ordering.
Unfortunately, standard iteration methods do not converge for these equa-
tions in the collorder ordering (see (Balart, 1982), (Dyksen, 1982) for iteration
methods that do converge). We thus turned our attention to the behavior of
Gauss elimination applied to the linear equations with this ordering. We
discovered that the standard LlNPACK routines (Dongarra, 1979) give unaccept~
able results becausc of scaling problems. The difficulties of scaling these equa-
lions are analyzed in (Dyksen and mce, 1903): wc merely rcpol'l here that u.
priori. scaling is difficult (al bcst) and we believe that one should use scaled par-
tial pivoting which we call BAND Gl'~ here. Once we switched to BAND GE. we
found round-off error errecl::; to be remarkably low. Foven more surprising, we
found that pivoting is not needed wilh lhe collorder ordering, and thal llle col-
IOI-der ordcring is l!sscnLially the ordering onc obtaim; when app[yil~g scaled par-
lial pivoUng lo the equations in the usual ordcrings such as shown in Yigure 1.
In Seclj()!\ 111 we prus(:nl the resulls or an experimental sludy which
slrongly supporLs Lhe hypothesis: Gauss climination withoul pivoting is sarc ror
Ute c;:)llordc[" ordering of the collocation equations, further discussion is given
in Section IV.
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Even more SUrprlRlng La us is the fact: not pivoting in the Gauss elimina-
tion docs not reduce the compulationul time in solving these- equations. The
usual operations counl approach suggests thal Lhe arithmetic should be halved;
this docs nol happen. There is about a 40% savings in the loLal memory required
ror t.he compulalion. The computational efficiency u~ing the. collorder ordering
is analY'l.cd in SccLion V.
Our conclusion..:; are given in Section VI along with two conjectures; on.e is
about a variant of eollorder and the other is, for elliptic problems in general.
about the relationship between round-off effects and the orderings of unknowns
in Gauss elimination.
II. THE COIJ.ORDER ORDERING
Once Lhe grid is placed over the rectangle R, the grid intersection points
are numbered in a natUl'al way from west to east, south Lo north. The coJloca-
Lion point.s (equations) arc Lhen associated with the nearest grid point and arc
numbered in groups of four in the order of their corresponding grid point. For
example. with a 3x 3 grid, there are 64 collocation points whose ordering is given
in Figure 2.







50 53 54 57 58 61
36 39 40 43 44 47
34 37 38 41 42 45
20 23 24 2"1 28 31
18 21 22 25 26 29







1 2 5 6 9 10 13 14
FIGURE 2. The coUorder ordering of the coUocationpoints for
a 3 x 3 grid with 64 unknowns. '
The important idea in the above ordering is that the grid points are first
numbered in a natural way and then the collocation points arc numbered in the
order of their corresponding grid point. We could number the grid points south
to north, west to east as long as we suitably modify the rest of the ordering
scheme described in the foHowing sections. Similarly, the four collocation
points associated with any grid point may be locally ordered in any manner.
To the ilh[jlhJ x [y] grid coordinate there are associated two Hermite cubic
functions: rp{[rpJ'] which takes on function values and 1/Jl"[l/JYJ which takes on
derivaUve values. The Hermite bicubic basis functions (unknowns) are then
ordered corresponding to their support in a natural way from west to east. south
to north. For example, with 9 sub-rectangles there are 64 bicubic basis·
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functions whose ordering is given in Figure 3.
49 rpfrpJ{ 53 rpirpll 5"1 cpffrpf 61 rp.frpl/
50 ~f'/Jf 51 'P~lPJ' 58 ~f'/Jf 62 ~i'/Jf
51 '/Jf~f 55 1fJirp¥ 591fJicp¥ 63 '/Ji~f
52 '/Jf'/Jf 56 '/J!i{if 60 '/J!i{if 64 '/JNf
33 ~f~¥ 3'7 rpirp?! 41 rp~rp¥ 45 ~i~¥
34 ~f'/J¥ 38 ~l'/J¥ 42 ~N¥ 46 ~N¥
35 lfJrrp!i 39 'If'i/f'?f 43 '/Jf~¥ 47 '/J:r¥
30 'Pf'/J¥ 10 wi1!'!! 44 '/IN¥ 48 l/Jff1/Jtf
1"1 cprl{JJj 21 rpffcp¥ 2B rp~rp!! 29 rp%VJV
18 rf'/J!! 22 ~l'/J!! 26 ~iN!! 30 rN!!
19 '/Jf~!! 23 ¥'i~!! 27 '/Jf~!! 311jJi'l't
20,pf'/J!! 24 '/IN!! 28 '/IN!! 32. '/Ji'/J!!
1 rprrpY 5 'Pi'P If 9 ~~~Y 13 ~:~Y
2 ~f'/JY 6 ~l'/JY 1°~NY 14rNY
3 '/Jf~Y 7 '/J!'~Y 11 '/Jf~Y 15 ¥':~Y
4'/Jf'/JY 8 ipj7JI¥ 12 '/Jf'/JY 16 ¥'NY
FIGURE 3. The collordeT ordering of thF!. basis !unalions fOT a
3 x 3 grid with 64 un!cnowns.
This ordering of the collocation points and the basis functions yields an
intermediate collorder malrL'{ with a nice structure. 1t is a band matrix with
band width 4n+l1. The matrix is block symrm:;lric in lhat it COllsists of 4x1
blocks which if FJiji:-O then Bj!:F-O. There arc at most 16 non-zero enLries per row
occurring in 1 blocks. All of the symmetric puirs of off-diagonal blocks -can be
slored tn lheir nalural order wilhin one 4 x 4 block.
For exa.mple, in the case of a Poisson cquaUon wiLh Dirichlel bountlal'y con-
ditions and a 3 x 3 grid, the pattern of non~~eros in lhe intermcdialc collorder
matrix is shown in Figure 4.
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FlGURE 4. The intermediate collordeT matrix JOT a 3 x 3 grid. with 64
unknowns.
We sec from f'igure 4 that, unlike the usual collocalion matrix structure of
Figure 1, this matrix is trl-banded with the center band along the diagonal. How-
ever, the inLermediate collorder matrix still has some zero diagonal elements
corresponding to boundary conditions (e.g., rows 2 and 3).
We now ontline how to further reorder this matrix to remove all zeros from






From Figure 4 we see for Dirichlet boundary conditions that the 4X4 block
in the upper left is associated with the southwest grid point and has the following
formaL:
x 0 0 0
X 0 X 0
X X 0 0
X X X X
If we permute the second and third basis functions (columns 2 and 3), we obtain
a non~:l,ero diagonal in this block:
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x 0 0 0
X X 0 0
X 0 X 0
X X X X
By considering aU nine possible boundary conditions which may occur at the
southwest corner, one can show that it is always possible to reorder the colwnns
to obtain a non-zero diagonal in this diagonal block. The possible boundary con-
ditions at the southwest corner with the corresponding permutations are given
in Table 1.




West South before permutation alter
Dirichlet Dirichlet xooo 2·3 XOOO
XOXO 3.2 XXOO
XXOO XOXo








Uiriclllct Neumann aXOD 1.3 XOOO
OXOX 2. j XXOD
XXOO 3.4 XOXO
f---- XXXX '.2 XXXX
Neuma.nn NeulnIlnn aXOD 1-4 XOOO
OXOX 2. I XXOO
OOXX 4·2 DXXO
XXXX XXXX
Mixed Neumann axoo I· , xooo
OXOX 2. I XXOO
XXXX 4_2 XXXX
XXXX XXXX












By similarly considering all possible boundary condilions at every type of boun-
dary grid point, one can show that it. is always possible to reorder the basis func-
tions to obtain a non-zero diagonal in the corresponding diagonal block. A
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complete set of tables describing the reordering of the boundary basis functions
is contained in Appendix A. The result for the matrix in figure 4 is shown in Fig·
ure 5. Appendix 8 of (Dyksen, 1901) shows a complete set of example matrices
wiLh the collorder ordering.
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FIGURE 5. The coUordcr matrix for a 3 x 3 grid with 64 unknoums.
This ordering is implemented in the ELLPACK system as the indeXing
module HERMITE COLLORDER.
Ill. PIVOTING IN GAUSS ElJMINA:fION WITH THE COLLORDER ORDERING
We con~ider the following hypothesis: Gauss elimination without pivoting is
safe [or the collorder ordering of the collocation equations. We would. of
course, like to eslablish this by analytical means but have been unable to do so.
rt involves an analysis of scaling in Gauss elimination, an area where little pro~
gress has been made so iL is noL lao disappointing Lhat we cannot analyze this
parLlcular case. We do not believe this phenomena is restricted to collocation; it
is an instance of a more general phenomena in the numerical solution of elliptic
problems.
Wc test this hypothesis in the ELLPACK environment by considering the fol-





BAND GE NO PIVOTING
The modules HERMITE COLLOCATION and P3Cl COLLOCATlON generate the same
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equations. except that HERMITE COLLOCATION scales the equations (as best we
know how). BAND GE uses the LINPACK routines SGBF'A and SGBSL modified to
do scaled partial pivoting, while BAND GE NO PIVOTING is the same module
without pivoting. HERMITE COLLORDER applies the collarder ordering to the
equattons.
A method is a combination of these modules and they are denoted using the
following scheme:
S means use scaling:: HERMiTE COLLOCATION
C menns use collar-der ordering = HERMlTE COLLORDER
P means use pivoting =BAND GE
NP means use no pivoting = BAND GE NO PIVOTING
If P3Cl COLLOCATION is used, then no letter is included in the method nolation.
Thus, methods SP and GNP are
HERMITE COLLOCATION + BAND GE.
PSC! COLLOGATlON + HERMITE COLLORDER + BAND GE NO PIVOTING
These methods were applied to the follOWing 20 elliptic problems from the
population of (Rice et at, 19B1)
2-1. 3-1. 5-1, 6-1, 9-2, 10-2. 10-3, 12-3, 17-2,20-2,22-1. 23-6, 33-1, 35-3. 38-1,
40-1.50-1,53-3,54-2,59-1
There is a variety of operators in lhis set; 15 of these problems have Dirichlet'
boundary conditions (5 are homogeneous).
We restate the general hypotheses considered here: Gauss elimination
without pivoting is safe for the collorder ordering of the collocation equations.
We state below more specific, testable hypotheses for accuracy in terms of
"method A" = "method E" along with an interpretation (pivoting always means
scaled parLial pivoting).
HL SCNP =SP
For scaled equations, collorder and no pivoting is the same as pivoting
HZ, CNP =P
For unscaled equations, collorder and no pivoting is the same as pivoting
HS, SCNP = SCP
For scaled equations, pivoting is net needed for the collorder ordering
I
H4, SCP =SP ,
r'or scaled equations. coUorder ha;; no effect if pivoting is used.
i
I
These four hypotheses are test/;d with the sample described above and,
accuracy measured as follows: I
(a) subjective evaluation of accura~''y from plots for each PDE.
(b) grid size required to achieve 5/~. 0.5% and 0.05% accuracy in th~ solution.
The sceoml set of measures is corrlplicatcd by Lhe faeL Lhat the accuracy is dom-
imlted by round-off effeds fof' fir!~ grids. However, we arc FortunaLe in thaL all
four measures give consisLent rE/3uILS. We give data for measure (a) in Table 2




























TABLE 2. Accuracy reS'Ults in testing the four hypotheses 'IL"ith
20 PDEproblems.
None of the differences observed in this experiment are statistically significant
using the non-parametric Friedman, Kendall and Babington-Smith test (Hol-
lander and Wolfe, 1973).
We have also constructed a special seL of eight PDE problems whose exact
solutions drc bicubic polynomials. Every method uncler consideration here pro-
vides the exact solution except for round~off effects. for this population we stu-
died the gl'owlh of round-off effects for solVing the collocation equations in the
coltorder ordering using pivoting. We solved these problems wiLh '1't varied from
2 Lo 20 (36 to 3364 unknowns) and compuLed the ratios of the maximum to



















For 4 of the problems there is a definite linear trend in the log-log plot of error
versus n; the maximum slope is 0.75 suggesting that round-off grows at worst
like 11.0.75 with the coUorder ordering and no pivoting. In 2 of the problems there
.is u hint of a lint":!ar trend and in the other 2 the round-off effect is constant over
this range of problem sizes.
For comparison, we solved these same eight PDE problems wiLh the uns-
ealed equations ustng the LlNPACJ( soflware, Lhe round-off grolVLh ratios ob-
served ranged from 500 to 15,000 with an average or 7500. Even Lhese growth
ratios are small compared to what one would expect from lhe condition
numbers of the linear systems which are in lhe range 107 to 1011 when n =26.
Detailed data for three other problems is given in Table 3. The numbers in Table
3 differ from those given above where round-off growth is measured with respect
to the minimum observed round-off and noL in units in the last place.
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TABLE 3. Round-off effects (in uni,ts in the laSt place) ob-
served using the collorder ordering with the uns-
ealed collocation equations.
Problem Number of Condition Round-offenuaLions number No nivoLinl! Pivotinl!
2-1 1156 1.6.106 50 4:00
3364 9.8.106 500,000 2.000
22-1 1156 _ 2.2.10 10 <20 500.000
3364 2.4.10 11 80 10.000.000
59-1 1156 1.0.108 8 40.000
3364 9.1.106 50 300000
We now summarize other data and mention other wDrk that is relevant tD
this question. We have compuLed Lhe growth factor and maximum multiplier'for
Gauss eliminatiDn on the scaled equations wiLh Lhe collorder ordering. Typical
resulLs arc tabulaLed: they indicaLe that the equations do not become more difIi~
cult as the size Df the system grows.
Number of equations
84 1228 4-492
GrDwth factor with pivoting
Growth factor without pivoting







In (Trottenberg and Witsch, 1981) there is an analysis that shows the follow-
ing. For a fixed continuous elliptic problem, the condition of the corresponding
discrelized problem is independent of h, the fineness of the discretization. Note
that the condition of a particular numerical computation may be much worse
than that Df the problem itself. This suggesLs that there are numerical methDds
for elliptic problems which are numerically stable even for dIscretizations with a
very large number of equations. One sample point to support this conclusiDn is
seen in Figure 5(c) Df (Rice, 1981) where essentially full machine accuracy is
obLained by a high order Cinitu difference plus FIT method involving over 65,000
unknowns. Another sample point is gIven in Example 7.6.2 in (Dyksen, 1982)
where no round-off erred is observed fDr a tensor product discretizatiDn wiLh
82,360 unknowns.
The study of (Hammarling and Wilkinson, 1980) concentrates primarily on
one dimensional problems, but they dD study the usual finite difference systems
arising from the Laplace operator. They test whether the relative error grows
like the condition number (about n 2 or 1/h2) of the linear system. The experi-
mental daLa given for four problems stop at n::;30 or 35 and do not show CDn-
elusive trends. A similar analysis and sludy appears in (Birkhorr ancl I,ynch,
1903) and Lhey also suggest Lhal the errDr due Lo solving Lhe finiLe dHfcrence
equations also grows like n 2. Implicit in both these analyses IS the usc of ordi-
nary Gauss elimination: Lhe l~li'T example ciLed in Lhe above paragraph shows
lhnl the error growth can be much lesS'.
The error in solving the collocation equatiDns is much less correlated with
the cDndition number of the linear system as is seen from the data in Table 3.
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For the coUorder ordering the round-off grows at worse like r.,0.n. while the ·con-
dition number grows like n 1 . Problem 5-1 provides another data point where we
used the Galerkin method instead of collocation and then solved the linear sys-
tem by the LINPACK software for symmetric positive dcrinile band systems. The
condition number of the linear system is 2.3 "109 but only 1600 units in the last
place of accuracy are lost.
N. V/HY PIVOTING IS NOT NEEDJ:,1J YlITH THE COLLORDER ORDERING
The reason that pivoting is not needed with the collorder ordering is that
this ordering is essentially the order obtained when one does scaled partial
pivoLing of the scaled equations. Recall that the role of scaling is to rationalize
partial pivoting, so if Doe knows in advance what the partial pivoting order is,
then one does not need to do scaling. We have tried without success to prove
that the collorder ordering is as we state, so our statement is a conjecture
rather than a fact. We have checked Lhis conjecture on a large number of PDEs
and found iL to hold.
A typical example is shown in .P'igure 6 for n=3. At the top of Figure 6 we
show the collocation points (equations) ordered two ways. AL the bottom we give
the order in which Lhe equations <:\re eliminated using scaled partial pivoting. We
see that the elimination orders are almost identical to each other and to the col-
larder ordering. The differences in the elimination order and the collorder
order is almost always restricLed to permutation of the order of the four points
associated with a grid point. The subordering of collorder used at a grid point is
somewhat arbitrary and we believe the choice for this subordering to be some-
what irrelevant.
v. COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
F'or a grid of n Z rectangles we have a Iincar system with 1-(n+1)2 unknowns
and band width 4n+11. Standard operation counts for memory and arithmetic






A naive implementation of Gi.l.US~ elimination with pivoting would reflect these
counts directly. We were surprised La Hnd that BAND GE NO PIVOTING actually
requires more computing time Lhan BAND GE for these equaLions. The reason is
that no pivoting leads to mu.ch more fill-in in the band: this fact is reflected in
Lhe numbcl- of caHs on the routine SAXPY (rrom the Bl.AS). A specific LabulaUon.
for the elimination is given bclow in the case of on =20 (3361· cquaLlons).
Module used Calls on Zero Difference Total secondsSi\XPY returns Lo run---
BAND L:E 11O,UGG 101·,9'19 30b,06? 'jl6?
BANI) tiE NO PIVUTING :106 116 40 '105 865361 016
- 12-
FINITE ELEMENT
43 44 1\5 50 51 56 57 58
o .10 11 16 17 18
HERMITE COLLORDER
51 02 00 56 59 60 63 64
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Recall that SAXPY computes the vector sum ax+ y and is in the inner loop of
Gauss elimination so the total computation Lime should be (and is) proportional
to the ntlmbcr of ils executions. A zero return from SAXPY does not involve any
significant computation.
li'or a sample of 40 cases, we observed that no pivoting requires an average
of I:J% more execution lime than pivoLing with a range of 4 to 14% more. Pivoting
requires about 40% more total memory than not pivoling.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND CONJECTURES
The collorder ordering bas several nice properties: (1) the matrix has a
non~zero diagonal and is somewhat symmetric, (2) the linear system can be
solved by elimination without pivoting or scaling, and the computation is excep-
tionally stable. (3) there is a savings in lhe elimination of about 40% in memory
at the cost of 5-10% longer execution time.
We conjecture that: iL is completely safe Lo u~e a "near collurder" order-
ing where the equations arc ordered accoreting La the grid points togelher with
local partial pivoting used on the 1· by 4 blocks assoeialed with the grid poinls.
This would greatly simplify the algorithm La obtain the collorder ordering by el-
iminating the reordering associaled with boundary conditions. It is not likely to
increase the speed and would increase the memory requi-rement by a factor of
HO(h).
We make a second and somcwhaL more amorphous conjecture:' it is essen-
tial for numerical slability that the elimination. order Callow a continuous
geometric progression through the domain of the problem. We believe this to
be a general property of discretizations of eUiptic problems. We have made vari-
ous experiments with both finite elements and finite differences and observed
that "diSrupting" the geometric pallern during elimination usually produces nu-
merical instability, sometimes of enormous magnitude. it is as though the
round-off error satisfies an initial-value problem which is parabolic and smooth-
ing if the geometry is followed properly and is hyperbolic and unstable if the
geometry is not followed.
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APPENDIX A
The tables in this appendix contain the basis function (unknown. column)
permutations to be performed on the diagonal blocks which correspond to the
boundary grid points. There are eight different types -of boundary boundary
points which we label as follows:
Northwest North Northeast
West East
. Southwest South Southeast
A table for each type of boundary grid point follows.
Note: HERMITE COLLOCATION uses the south boundary condition at the
southwest and" southeast corners. It uses the west and east boundary conditons
at the northwest and northeast corners, respectively.
Nole: The column permutations given in the tables are local in the sense
that they refer to the column number within the diagonal block. Hence. switch-
ing columns 2 and 3 within a given diagonal block may actually involve switching
columns 45 and 46 in the intermediate collocation matrix.
The boundary condition labels given in the tables have the following mean-
ings:
Label Boundary condition
Dirichlet u = 9
Neumann auan = 9
Mixed auau +P-=gan
A-2




West South before permutation afler
Dirichlet Dirichlet XOOO 2. 3 XOOO
XOXO 3. 2 XXOO
XXOO XOXO
XXXX XXXX
Neumann Dirichlet XOOO 2 •• XOOO
XOXO 3.2 XXOO
OOXX 4 ... 3 OXXO
XXXX XXXX




Dirichlet Neumann OXOO 1.3 XOOO
OXOX 2. 1 XXOO
XXOO 3 ... 4 XOXO
XXXX 4 ... "2 XXXX
Neumann Neumann OXOO 1 •• XOOO
OXOX 2. 1 XXOO
OOXX •• 2 OXXO
XXXX XXXX
Mixed Neumann OXOO 1 ... 4 XOOO
OXOX 2 -) 1 XXOO
XXXX 4 -) 2 XXXX
XXXX ·xxxx




Neumann Mixed XXOO 2 •• XOOX
XXXX •• 2 XXXX
OOXX OXXO
XXXX XXXX









South East before permutation after
Dirichlet Dirichlet XOXO 1 -~ 2 XXOO
XOOO 2~4 IOXOO
XXXX 3 ~ 1 XXXX
XXOO 4-+3 OXOX
Dirichlet Neumann XOXO 1 ~ 2 XXOO
XOOO 2. 3 axon
xxxx 3. 1 xxxx
OOXX XOOX
Dirichlet Mixed XOXO 1.2 XXOO
XOOO 2.3 axon
xxxx 3. 1 xxxx
xxxx XXXX
Neumann Dirichlet OXOX 1 -+ 4 XXOO
OXOO 4 -i' 1 axon
xxxx xxxx
xxoo OXOX
Neumann Neumann OXOX 1 -) 3 XXOO
OXOO 3-+4 axon
xxxx 4. 1 xxxx
OOXX XOOX
Neumann Mixed OXOX 1.4 XXOO
axon 4. 1 axon
xxxx xxxx
xxxx XXXX
Mixed Dirichlet XXXX 1 ~ 4 XXXX
XXOO 4 ~ 1 OXOX
XXXX XXXX
XXOO OXOX
Mixed Neumann XXXX 1 ~ 3 XXXX
XXOO 3 ~ 1 OXXO
XXXX XXXX
OOXX XOOX
Mixed Mixed XXXX 1.4 XXXX








West North before permutation after
Dirichlet Dirichlet XXOO 1 ~ 3 XOXO
XXXX 2 ~ 1 XXXX
XOOO 3 -) 4- ooxa
xoxo 442 OOXX
Neumann Dirichlet OOXX 1 ~ 4 XOXO
XXXX 4 ~ 1 XXXX
OOXO OOXO
XOXO OOXX
Mixed Dirichlet XXXX 1 ~ 4 XXXX
XXXX 4- -). 1 XXXX
XOXO OOXX
XOXO OOXX
Dirichlet Neumann XXOO 1 ~ 3 XOXO
XXXX 2 -, 1 XXXX
XOOO 3~2 OOXO
OXOX XOOX
Neumann Neumann OOXX 1 ~ 2 XOXO
XXXX 2~4 XXXX
OOXO 4 ~ 1 OOXO
OXOX XOOX




Dirichlet Mixed XXOO 1 ~ 3 XOXO
XXXX 2 ~ 1 XXXX
XOOO 3 ~ 2 OOXO
XXXX XXXX
Neumann Mixed OOXX 1 ~ 4 XOXO
XXXX 4 ~ 1 XXXX
OOXO OOXO
XXXX XXXX









North East before permutation after




Dirichlet Neumann XXXX 1.3 XXXX
OOXX 2. 1 OXOX
XOXO 3.4 OOXX
OOXO 4. 2 OOOX
Dirichlet Mixed XXXX 1 • 4 XXXX
XXXX 4. 1 XXXX
XOXO OOXX
XOXO OOXX
Neumann Dirichlet XXXX 1·4 XXXX
XXOO 3. 1 OXOX
OXOX 4.3 OXXO
XOOO OOOX




Neumann Mixed )[)[)[)[ 3.4 XXXX
)[)[)[)[ 4. 3 )[)[)[)[
OXOX OXXO
XOXO XOOX
Mixed Dirichlet XXXX 1·4 )[)[)[)[
XXOO 4 -~ 1 OXOX
XXXX )[)[)[)[
XOOO OOOX
Mixed Neumann )[)[)[)[ 2.3 )[)[)[)[
OOXX 3. 4 OXOX
XXXX 4.., 2 )[)[)[)[
noxa OOOX
Mixed Mixed )[)[)[)[ 1.4 XXXX




TABLE A-6. Columnpermutatians on the south boundary.
North boundary
Boundary Block Column Block
condition before permutation after
Dirichlet XXXX 1 ~ 4 xxx:x
xxx:x 4 -~ 1 xxx:x
XOXO OOXX
XOXO OOXX








TABLE A-5. ColumnpermutatiDns on the north boundary.
South boundary
Boundary Btock Column Block
condition before permutation after




Neumann OXOX 1 ~ 4 XXOD
OXOX 4 ~ 1 XXOO
XXXX xxx:x
XXXX XXXX





TABLE A-7. Column permutation... on the west bounda.ry.
West boundary
Boundary Block Column Block
condition before permutation after




Neumann OOXX 1 ~ 4 XOXO
XXXX 4 ~ 1 XXXX
OOXX XOXO
XXXX XXXX
Mixed XXXX 2~3 XXXX
XXXX 3 -) 2 XXXX
XXXX XXXX
XXXX XXXX
TABLE A~8. Column permutations on the east boundary.
East boundary
Boundary Block Column mock
condition before permutation after
Dirichlet XXXX 1 ~ 4 XXXX
XXOO 4 ~ 1 OXOX
XXXX XXXX
XXOO OXOX
Neumann XXXX 2 -) 3 XXXX
OOXX 3 ~ 2 OXOX
XXXX XXXX
OOXX OXOX
Mixed XXXX 2~3 XXXX
XXXX 3~2 XXXX
XXXX XXA'X
XXXX XXXX
